
EXERCISES MATH 202C - 2nd Assignment1. Prove that s�(x1; x2; :::; xk) =X� s�(x1; :::; xk�1)xj�j�j�jk ;here j�j is the number of boxes of � and the summation goes over all Young diagrams� satisfying �i+1 � �i � �i, for i = 1; 2; :::; k � 1. Here are a number of hopefullyuseful hints:(a) Show that s�(x1; x2; :::; xk) = (x1x2 ::: xk)�ks~�, where ~�i = �i � �k.(b) If �k = 0, show that A� = det(x`ij �x`ik ), with `i = �i+k� i and with 1 � i; j � k�1.Remark: This formula is useful for �nding a ombinatorial interpretation of Kostkanumbers and for restrition rules of representations of Gl(k) to Gl(k � 1).2. (a) Using the restrition formula for representations of Sn, show that the dimensionof the irreduible Sn-module V� is equal to the number of standard tableaux of shape�.(b) The Bratteli diagram for the algebras CSn, n 2 N is given as follows: Draw all Youngdiagrams with n boxes in the n-th line, and onnet a diagram � on line n� 1 with adiagram � on line n if and only if � � �. Show that the dimension of V� is equal tothe number of paths from [1℄ to �.() Calulate the number of all paths of length 2n going from [1℄ down to the n-th lineand bak to [1℄, not neessarily the same way (eah onneting line segment betweentwo Young diagrams as in (b) has length 1).3. Let d� = dim V�, where V� is the irreduible representation of Sn orresponding tothe Young diagram �. What is P��� d�, where the summation goes over all Youngdiagrams � obtained by adding a box to �. Hint : For my favorite solution, onsiderindued representations.4. In the following we onsider symmetri polynomials in k variables with all Youngdiagrams having at most k rows (we set s� = 0 if � has more than k rows). We havealready seen that the Shur funtion s[1r ℄ is equal to the r-th elementary symmetrifuntion er = X1�i1< ::: <ir�k xi1xi2 ::: xir :De�ne for any Young diagram � the polynomial e� to be the produt of the er'sorresponding to the olumns of � (e.g. e[3;3;1℄ = e3(e2)2).(a) Show that e� = x� + lower terms.(b) Show that the e� form a basis for the symmetri polynomials in k variables.() Prove the `fundamental theorem of symmetri funtions': The symmetri polynomialsover Z are isomorphi to the polynomial ring Z[y1; :::; yk℄ in k variables. (Hint :Show that the map yi 7! ei indues this isomorphism).


